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Introducing the newest innovation 
from MANSCAPED™: The Lawn 
Mower® 4.0. This premium electric 
trimmer is waterproof, features 
SkinSafe® technology, and a 7,000 RPM
motor to help reduce nicks. For a more 
precise shave, turn on the 4000k LED 
spotlight and clip on an adjustable 
guard. Join the 2 million men worldwide
who trust MANSCAPED! 20% off + free 
shipping at manscaped.com/fly

Sublimely Functional Robes. Killer Shirts.
Dad deserves style and function. California Cowboy, 
known for crafting the “swiss army knife of Aloha 
shirts,” is infamous for their hidden James Bond-worthy 
features like craft-brew-ready bottle pockets, built in 
towel lining, a dry pocket for your phone, credit-card- 
sized bottle opener, and sunglass secure loop. Use code 
RADDAD20 for 20% off at californiacowboy.com

Fitness is about the movements 
that prepare us for life’s 
everyday adventures. It’s about 
training for the moments that 
make us who we are. This year, 
celebrate dad with a one-of-a- 
kind workout from ChopFit. Use 
code DADSDAY for 10% off at 

A small batch, roasted to order and
free shipping to your doorstep.
Theodore´s bridge the gap between
growers and you. Dad will love to
start his day with sipping some
Notorious, Diamante or any other
freshly roasted coffee from The
Collection Box. Use code FDTC15 
for 15% discount and free shipping
on all orders through June 30, 2021 
at theodorescoffee.com

Did you know you can receive fascinating, high quality replicas
of historic documents directly to your mailbox? Every month
our team of historians sends a historic replica and context 
letter to make history come alive. See the original words 
and handwriting of the people who shaped history. Themes
include: Inventions, American Wars, and Foreign Diplomacy.
Perfect as a gift, keepsake, or learning materials. Sign up and
get 10% off using code FLY10. historybymail.com
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